CERTIFICATION OF USE OF
MAJOR PROJECT GRANT FUNDS FROM THE
MIT INDEPENDENT RESIDENCE DEVELOPMENT FUND

This form must be signed as part of the initial IRDF Major Project Grant application. Also, for 19 years thereafter, this form must be submitted by November 1 of each subsequent calendar year. By signing this form, the Alumni Board of the FSILG affirms that the Project location continues to house MIT students and the Project continues to be used for Permitted Purposes. Details are available on the IRDF web site at irdf.mit.edu.

We certify to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology that the funds that it transferred to our FSILG as an IRDF Project grant under the grant program of the MIT Independent Residence Development Fund and the Project funded with that grant have 1) always been used and are currently being used solely for Permitted Purposes and 2) that our organization continues to house MIT students. Permitted Purposes are defined in the Terms and Conditions of Grant specified in the grant application, when applying for the grant by Massachusetts Institute of Technology Independent Residence Development Fund.

Legal Name of FSILG Corporation_________________________________________________________

Common Name of FSILG__________________________________________________________

Grant Amount______________ Date Granted___________________________________________

FSILG Undergraduate Officer

__________________________________________

Printed Name Title Date

__________________________________________

Signature

FSILG Alumni Board Officer

__________________________________________

Printed Name Title Date

__________________________________________

Signature
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